Natural History of the Birds of
Las Brisas Nature Reserve
and
Surrounding Areas

Tinamous
Great Tinamou (Tinamus major) LBNR,LBAB
A common bird at LBNR, particularly in the oldgrowth forest and adjacent, tall
secondgrowth. Though infrequently seen because they are still quite shy (they were still hunted
not too long ago), they can be heard on just about any given day, especially at first light. We also
notice their presence when photographed by the trapcameras, and when we encounter them
roosting at night. Nests have been found upon several occassions, generally hidden away in the
buttress of a large tree.
Little Tinamou (Crypturellus soui) LBNR, LBAB, PASC
This smaller tinamou is readily noticed throuout the year due to its song, but rarely do we
see it. As opposed to the larger Great Tinamou, this species is mainly found in the younger,
denser secondgrowth. We have found the winered eggs of this species once in midJune (two
eggs).
Slatybreasted Tinamou (Crypturellus boucardi) LBNR
We have only found this tinamou in two different areas of the reserve, and both areas
have tall trees with dense undergrowth (generally old tree falls). Though this species is probably
present yearround, we seldom hear its low, mournful song.

Cracids (Chickenlike birds)
Great Curassow (Crax rubra) LBAB
This is a very rare species, seen only on a couple occassions by JCh.
Crested Guan (Penelope purpurascens) LBNR, LBAB, PASC
Encountered year round, this is the largest common bird in the area. At daybreak
throuhout most of the year it is common to hear the powerful "drumming" (made with their
wings) as part of the dawn chorus. This species tends to favor taller, oldgrowth forest for most
of their activities, but they will wander into fairly open areas to feed on fruit such as Hedyosmum
sp. (Chloranthaceae), Conostegia sp. (Melastomataceae), and even "guayaba", Psidium guajava
(Myrtaceae), which they seem to be especially fond of. In the forest this species is most often
found in the canopy, eating fruits of "aguacatillos" (Lauraceae), "Pilón" (Hyeronima
alchorneoides) and Ficus, but they will descend to the forest floor to eat fallen fruits of
Posoqueria and Passiflora. On several occassions we have seen this species eating morning
glory flowers (Ipomoea sp.) and the tender growth of Sechium tacaco. The few nests that we
have observed at LBNR have been in the oldgrowth forest, 1018 meters off the ground,
between May and July.
Guans in general are not considered good fliers, but they are indeed excellent gliders.
We (EMC, JJC and DJC) once observed a Crested Guan glide for at least one kilometer, from
the highest peak in LBNR (1030m) towards Cerro Roca.

A bird this size has few birdpredators, but on two different occassions we found them
being captured successfully by Collared ForestFalcons.
Black Guan (Chamaepetes unicolor) LBNR, OJAG
The Black Guan is generally found in LBNR between October and February, when it
moves down to lower elevations after breeding, but it can be found on more of a regular basis in
the upper OJAG area. At LBNR we generally find it in the oldgrowth forest around Los Laguitos
and the higher peak. They tend to be silent and quite secretive. Most often we have seen them
eating fruits of several species of Ficus, Hedyosmum sp. and Dendropanax sp.
Grayheaded Chachalaca (Ortalis cinereiceps) LBNR, LBAB
This species is common throughout secondgrowth and reforested areas. They wander
through the small trees in groups of most often 512 individuals, looking for different fruits, such
as Melastomataceae and Ficus. They also complement their diet with flowers of a species of
Cucurbitaceae and Ipomoea, and the young leaves of certain Fabaceae vines. We have found
recently fledged young at LBAB in the month of June.
Blackeared WoodQuail (Odontophorus melanotis) LBNR
These woodquail are seldom heard at LBNR, down in the ravine of Quebrada 47.

New World Vultures
Turkey Vulture (Cathartes aura) LBNR, LBAB, OJAG, PASC
A species that can be seen daily if weather permits, this vulture is mainly seen flying
around the open areas or feeding on road kill or small dead animals within the forest. They have
been photographed by the trap cameras when baited with dead fish. Both the resident and
migrant individuals can be found in the area. Migration can be spectacular,sometimes reaching
more than 100,000 in one day. (We suspect LBNR and Maquengue Falls have potential for
raptor migration monitoring, and numbers could be higher here than at the existing hawkwatch
near Puerto Viejo de Limon because of the geography.)
Black Vulture (Coragyps atratus) LBNR, LBAB, OJAG, PASC
It is hard to not see this species (unless weather is very bad). We mainly see them flying
over and in kettles, but rarely on the ground. Often times we ignore such species, but we are
reminded of there presence when they engage in spectacular aerial displays, making their wings
whistle loudly.
King Vulture (Sarcoramphus papa) LBNR, LBAB, PASC
Though much less common than the other two species of vulture, the King Vulture can
be seen on a daily basis at LBNR, if you spend enough time looking at the sky. We have found
one nest at LBNR (EB and JCh), and we suspect there is a pair nesting on Cerro Roca due to
their behavior around a big dead stump. This species has also been photographed with baited

trapcameras.
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) LBNR, LBAB
This species is common during migration, especially in September and October. We have
counted up to 258 individuals in one day during the height of fall migration. Most are seen flying
over, but on occasions they are seen perched nearby some of the larger ponds and in taller
exposed trees. They can be seen many times hunting tilapia in ponds nearby the reserve, where
some people have covered their ponds with nets to avoid this problem (a much better solution
than shooting the Osprey!).

Kites
Whitetailed Kite (Elanus leucurus) LBNR, LBAB
Since this species favors open, grassy fields and pineapple and ornamental plant farms,
it is seen much more frequently in the areas surrounding the reserve. Most prey items we have
observed this kite capture have been rodents, large grasshoppers and once it took an Eastern
Meadowlark.
Plumbeous Kite (Ictinia plumbea) LBNR, LBAB
This kite we only see during migration from early August to November and late January to
March. It is common to see this species catching migrant dragonflies, and eating them on the
wing.
Mississippi Kite (Ictinia mississippiensis) LBNR, LBAB
Only present during migration from midAugust to October and late February to April.
Large kettles of this kite can be seen especially in September. This species also catches
migrating dragonflies.
Swallowtailed Kite (Elanoides forficatus) LBNR, LBAB, PASC, OJAG
Though this kite is also a migrant species, one of its populations presents a rather
different movement than the other kites. First, there is the population that breeds in
southeastern USA which probably corresponds to the individuals seen passing through in larger
kettles (20100) in July  August and February  March. Second, there is the population that
breeds in Central America. Though we have not found the nests, we have seen individuals
collecting and carrying nest material around Los Laguitos and in the Destierro Canyon (LBNR).
This species is a major nest predator, often just seen gliding low over the canopy or adjacent
fields. When it finds a nest of a bird such as a Passerini's Tanager (Ramphocelus passerini), it
only grabs the nestlings and flies away. If it finds the nest of a smaller species such as a
Blackheaded TodyFlycatcher (Todirostrum nigriceps), it generally plucks the whole nest away,
like a "takeout" meal, and eats the nestlings as it flies. Other prey items we have observed in
this species' diet are dragonflies, lizards, snakes and frogs. It is also common to see them
plucking fruit of Sapium, Byrsonima and Ficus.

Some species of kites are known for their remarkable social behavior. We believe
American Swallowtailed Kites are not the exception, although it is difficult to prove that the
behaviors we have observed are not our own anthropomorphic interpretations. One of the most
interesting social behaviors we believe occurs, is cooperative hunting. Possibly the easiest
example to demonstrate this is when a kite finds a larger nest with more than one nestling. The
kite begins calling instead of making a stealth approach. It then goes down, snatches one
nestling, and another individual that has come in snatches the other nestling. We have seen
similar situations repeatedly, where one individual apparently calls others in to an area were it
has found potential food. It is possible this behavior is also intended to teach younger kites how
to hunt, but we have seen this behavior at times of year when there are no fledglings yet. EMC
has seen other social behaviors in different areas of Costa Rica.
Doubletoothed Kite (Harpagus bidentatus) LBNR, LBAB
This species of kite is fairly common throughout the year, but is presence is mainly
noticed when it is soaring high over the canopy. We have seen this kite following troops of
Whitefaced Capuchin Monkeys (Cebus capuchinus) and also hunting on its own, mainly
plucking insects from the foliage and trunks within the forest.
Hookbilled Kite (Chondrohierax uncinatus) LBNR, LBAB
The only sightings of this species have been during fall migration in OctoberNovember.
We have never seen this species actually hunting in the area.

Hummingbirds
(Concerning the Bronzy Hermit, Bandtailed Barbthroat and Whitetipped Sicklebill, they tend to
be largely inconspicuous, mainly noticed by their call. Once one learns the particular calls of
these species, they seem to be all over the place!)
Bronzy Hermit (Glaucis aenea) LBAB, LBNR, PASC
A common hummingbird of the forest understory which tends to prefer Heliconia clumps
tucked away in dense thickets along streams or ponds. They mainly feed on Heliconia
pogonantha and H. longa, and they pick insects from the underside of leaves. Most of the nests
we have found have been at LBAB, generally hanging from the tips of palm leaves over ponds.
We have seen this species regularly up to 850m at LBNR, which is very likely the highest record
for this species in Costa Rica. It is much more common at LBAB. (Main components to this
species’ habitat would be Heliconia  palms  slow flowing/still water.)
Bandtailed Barbthroat (Threnetes ruckeri) LBAB, LBNR
A common hummingbird of the forest understory, many times sharing similar habitat as
the Bronzy Hermit, but showing a strong preference towards flowers of plants in the genus
Calathea. This species can be readily found in old tree falls along streams or ponds where
Calatheas are common. We have found this species nesting over streams, swampy areas or
ponds, generally on the underside of Heliconia leaves. We have found this species lekking in

several spots at LBNR, all of which are dense thickets. (Main components to this species’
habitat would be Calathea  Heliconia  dense vegetation.)
Green Hermit (Phaethornis guy) LBNR, OJAG
A very common hummingbird of the forest understory. It feeds on the nectar from
several plant species and it is apparent that there is a niche separation between males and
females. Females average longer, more decurved bills and are mainly found feeding at
Heliconia irrasa and H. tortuosa, Costus and Razicea spicata. Males, on the other hand,
average shorter bills and are mainly seen visiting Acanthaceae, Columnea, Costus and Razicea
spicata. Most of the feeding occurs within four meters of the ground, but males are often seen at
Columnea flowers 1015 meters above the ground. Males form large, noisy leks with 512
males. One of the largest leks we have encountered is near the “Yos” platform. Nests are built
on the undersides of Heliconia leaves, almost exclusively over streams or trails, and are
frequently found while exploring streams.
Longbilled Hermit (Phaethornis longirostris) LBAB, LBNR, PASC
This hermit is the lowland counterpart of the Green Hermit. It mainly visits larger
Heliconia flowers such as longa, pogonantha and imbricata, of which there are more of at LBAB.
This species is also a regular visitor to the feeders at LBAB. It builds its nest over streams, trails
and artificial ponds, hanging from the underside of a Heliconia leaf. Males form large, noisy leks
in old light gaps or secondary forest. We kept track of one lek over the course of several years
from the very beginning, and it increased in number of individuals yearly as time went by (from 1
to 8 over the course of four years).
Stripethroated Hermit (Phaethornis striigularis) LBAB, LBNR, PASC
A common species of the forest understory and edge. The smallest of our hermits, it is
also the species that feeds on the widest variety of flowers. Acanthaceae, smaller Heliconias,
Calatheas, Gesneriaceae, Ericaceae, Rubiaceae and Stachytarpheta (probably the easiest
place to see this species) are some of the more common families of flowers visited by this
hermit. It is also frequently seen feeding from larger flowers that have been pierced by other
species (Bananaquit, Purplecrowned Fairy, Trigona stingless bees). Males form leks in dense
thickets where a fair amount of light actually enters the forest floor. We have noticed with this
species’ lek the opposite phenomenom as with the Longbilled Hermit. The number of
individuals in a certain lek has decreased over the years as the habitat regenerates into more
mature growth. Although this species is very common, we have only found one nest hanging
from the underside of a Calathea leaf at LBNR.
Whitetipped Sicklebill (Eutoxeres aquila) LBAB, LBNR, PASC
Probably the best place in Costa Rica to see this species is LBNR, where it is a common
species yearround. It is a well known example of coevolution between hummingbirds and
plants, where its decurved bill makes it highly specialized towards what it feeds from. The most
important flowers used by this species are Heliconia pogonantha, H. longa, H. trichocarpa, and
Centropogon granuliferus. These four species present three very important requirements to

allow Sicklebills to feed from them: 1 strongly decurved corollas, 2 firm perches below the
flowers and 3 a large nectar load. The flower shapes seem obvious, since they match the bill
shape, but why do they need perches? It would be nearly impossible for a Sicklebill to stick its
bill in one of these flowers while on the wing, so it needs to perch then work its bill into the flower.
The phenology of its main food sources are also very interesting. Heliconia pogonantha is
probably the most important plant for this species, and most of its flowers at LBNR occur from
October  July, with extremely few flowers present in August and September. During these two
latter months, Heliconia trichocarpa comes into bloom. This means that Sicklebills are mainly
feeding on H. pogonantha during a greater part of the year, but when this species’ blooms
diminish they switch over to H. trichocarpa. The “problem” is, though, there are many fewer H.
trichocarpa than pogonantha, so how does the large Sicklebill population find enough food? We
believe they present altitudinal movements when H. pogonantha is not in bloom at LBNR, moving
to lower elevations where there are alternative flowers (H. longa and imbricata) and H.
pogonantha presents a different phenology, and may still have flowers. Further evidence to
support this hypothesis comes from the fact that Sicklebills are normally only seen at LBAB from
July  November. Banding would be the only way to prove this.
We often times find this species sleeping and nesting over streams.
Greenfronted Lancebill (Doryfera ludoviciae) LBNR, OJAG
No doubt an altitudinal migrant, only found at LBNR in the nonbreeding (JulyNovember)
season when certain Ericaceae and Loranthaceae are flowering. They are extremely
inconspicuous, but if one spends enough time observing a clump of the adecuate flowers it is
very likely to be seen. At OJAG in higher elevations it is regularly seen and most likely breeds
there. Individuals found at LBNR are most likely coming from OJAG The boundary with the
sheep pasture is especially good to observe this species due to the abundance of Ericaceae
living on the old tree stumps that are scattered throughout the pastures.
Whitenecked Jacobin (Florisuga mellivora) LBAB, LBNR
This canopy feeding species is easiest seen at the feeders near the guest house at
LBAB, but away from there it is actually fairly inconspicuous. The main plant species at which
we often see this species feeding are Sarcoptera and Marcgravia (Marcgraviaceae),
Stachytarpheta, Inga and Erythrina poepiggiana. Its balsadown nests are frequently found at
LBAB in the forest understory, atop palm leaves. A species of great contrasts: feeds mainly in
the canopy, but nests near the ground. Females of this species sometimes acquire the
socalled male plumage, so care must be taken when saying “male” or ”female”.

